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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being
to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter twice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of
trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action
in Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and
presented seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has
published a book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
(one of them also in French and German) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and
Moat Pond. With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. Membership forms are on the website or obtainable
from 7 Durkins Road, East Grinstead, RH19 2ER. The subscription is £10 p.a. By signing a Gift Aid
form standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing
only to receive the Bulletin can do so at the newly reduced rate of £4 per calendar year, payable in
advance to the Editor (address on cover).
PRESIDENT Mrs M. COLLINS, D.L.
OFFICERS, 2013-14
CHAIRMAN N.J. BEALE, B.A., F.C.A.
VICE-CHAIRMAN R. MAYNARD
HON. TREASURER M.R. LYONS
HON. SECRETARY vacant
EDITOR OF BULLETIN M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
Contributions for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought to reproduce any
contents. Unattributed contributions are from the Editor or officers. Attributed opinions are not
necessarily anyone's but their author's.
BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS from the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (3 second-class stamps
acceptable); more than one copy £1 each, post free; set of all issues in print (88) £20 (to be collected by
arrangement after payment). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers (even
damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.112 (Autumn 2014)

EDITORIAL

2014- has proved an unparalleled year for justifiable pride in our ton and its heritage, vigorously
celebrated, notably the statue of Sir Archibald Mclndoe and the stone honouring Sidney Godley, V.C.
In its quiet way our Bulletin continues to enhance that pride, especially in publishing original research
recording and interpreting its history. East Grinstead's distinctive identity depends for its survival and
authentic development as much on that knowledge as our Society's work for its present and its future.
COVER PICTURE: Now that controversy over the location of Sir Archibald's statue has died down,
we show a proposal which if effected would have necessitated an alternative site. In 1967 the Urban
District Council invited Mr P.I.D. Tetley, the architect to Sackville College, to suggest how it might
treat the area that would be cleared by demolition of the derelict house called Kennedys. For lack of
funds the decision, two years later, meant a short-term solution which became permanent, with the
newly-formed East Grinstead Society successfully urging preservation of the plane tree. (Bulletin 1,
Jan. 1969; sketch reproduced from E. G. Observer, 13 July 1967)
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 45 (April 1989) ran to twelve sides, ranging from Cedric
Hartland's outspoken attacks- on the county council for belated dithering over a bypass route and on the
cricket club for selling its West Street ground for housing, via 17-year old Bamaby Durrant's prizewinning, and 'provocative', essay on the future of East Grinstead ('changed radically' by 2000, 'mostly
for the good'), to Judith Edye's account of visiting Egypt. The main item celebrated the opening, after
nine years' absence, of a Street market, now in Railway Approach with some sixty traders. Our Society
had played an active role, 'not so much for its value as another sales outlet ... but rather as a regular
"event" and social meeting place ... and to' justify ourselves as a market town'. Talks had included a,
by now rare, local subject ('Around the year in old East Grinstead'), 'The age of William and Mary',
'Transport 2000' (an organisation campaigning for 'a coherent national transport policy' integrated
with 'all other relevant land use matters'), and the charity 'Caring for the wild'. Newsletter 46 (July),
10 sides, summarised our responses to the East Grinstead and Worth Local Plan Review. Mr Hartland
feared much disruptive rebuilding in the town centre in the next two or three years, and Mrs Edye had
visited Flanders, the Black Forest and Luxembourg. Two' visitors from New Zealand reported what
they had enjoyed about the Society's coach trip to Canterbury in May, 'thrilled that our awareness and
understanding of our British heritage had been so enriched'. At the Open Forum it had been decided
not to' change the Society's name. The conducted walk round the High Street had attracted 70 people,
including two dozen Friends of the East Sussex Record Office. We had also held a party and heard a
talk on Inland waterways. Bulletin 46 (Autumn 1989) included illustrated articles on wall paintings in
East Grinstead and on the place-name Mount Noddy, for both subjects their first systematic treatment in
this town.

AS OTHERS SAW US- (52): 'A pleasant country town, East Grinstead has much in it to admire - if
only the relentless traffic would allow one to do so. How one longs for a bypass!' - John Julius
Norwich, The architecture of southern England (1985), quoted E. G. Courier, 4 February 1988
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (42) 'We contend that we can offer you a better service and a larger
assortment of merchandise at competitive prices than any town of equivalent size in the County.' - C.H.
Johnson, chairman of trade show committee in programme of East Grinstead Chamber of Commerce's
first trade show, 8-11 March 1950

SPERCHEDENE AND WILDETONE RE-ASSESSED

M.J. Leppard

When Mr P.D. Wood published, in our Bulletin 58 (Spring 1996), his pioneering study of the
identities, locations and bounds of the settlements in East Grinstead Hundred recorded in Domesday
Book he prudently wrote of Felesmere and Sperchedene 'These two holdings have never been
identified and I have no suggestions to make. Sperchedene ... was probably absorbed into some larger
holding and lost its identity but any guess is as good as another until the name crops up in some
mediaeval document and we can nail it down.' In the next issue I took up the implied challenge, set out
a chain of name-forms, and over-confidently argued for and mapped a plausible identification. This
was followed up piecemeal in contributions from Professor Richard Coates, Mrs Pam Coombes, Mr
A.G. Dyson and me. The time has now come to bring these fragments together, to propose a less
precise alternative identity, and to provide enough loose ends for further investigation. By happy coincidence, Mr Jeremy Clarke of the Felbridge and District History Group is also pursuing the subject
independently for one of its handouts, making particular use of manorial records which I have not seen
while perhaps not considering some of the sources I have pressed into service - a double benefit for all
(or possibly double confusion?).
First, listing of every mention of the name known to me, with its source, then discussion in
same order. References to earlier Bulletins in square brackets in the text [first two (or three) digits
Bulletin number, last two page number], all other references in end-notes as usual.
1 A.D. 1086, Domesday Book:
William also holds 1 virgate outside the Rape from the Count /inl sperchedene. It lay in Wildetone. It
never paid tax. Cana held it from King Edward. Land for V2 plough. Value in 1066 3s.; now 2s.'

2 1285 and 1287, East Grinstead Hundred Court Rolls, tithing of Brambletye:
1285: Marg' Sprerkend did not send 6d; 1287: Marg' de Sperkend J 6d2
3 c.1560, Chancery proceedings:
John Leedes (son of John Leedes who died in 1559) soon after coming of age was involved in a legal
action with Thomas Ellys concerning the manor of Ashurst Wold alias Waihyll alias Wylde, including
land called Lygers, Middle Parkden and Tylers Hill, which he had inherited from the Alfreys. 3

4 1626 and 1637, Will and inquest post mortem of Edward Goodwyn esq:
1626: messuages in East Grinstead including Upper Spartenden 4
1637: messuages including Upper Spartenden5
5 c.1637, Manor of Sheffield Grinstead rental:
Spartenden lands, freehold, Mathias Caldicot esq., 3s.4d., occupier Peter Humfrey 6
6 1677, Manor of Sheffield Grinstead court books:
Spartenden, freehold, Queen's [sic] highway from East Grinstead to Forest Row to east 7

7 1710, Manor of Sheffield Grinstead rental:
Spartenden8
8 1739, Deed of exchange, Sir Thomas Webster and others to Edward Conyers and wife:
inter alia Messuage, farm, lands Little Spartenden, late occupied by Richard Austin 9
9 1757, Manors of Sheffield Lingfield and Sheffield Grinstead court baron, 5 July:
Sheffield Grinstead: William Peck esq., deceased held freely at 3s.4d. p.a. certain lands called

5
Spartenden and messuage and land called Cupped Hook 3d. lately conveyed to Randyll Peck his
brother, and Randy!! Peck c. 1731 conveyed to Rt Hon. Matthew Lant who died seized of same 1741
and by will devised to Rt Hon. Spencer Earl of Wilmington who died c.2 July 1742 leaving as heir his
nephew Rt Hon. James Earl of Northampton who died c.2 Oct. 1754 leaving to his brother Hon. Charles
Compton esq., who died Nov. 1755 leaving Charles Compton esq. his eldest son and heir.' °
10 1767, Land tax:
Spartenden held with Pigsties and other properties at Forest Row 11
11 1788, Manor of Sheffield Grinstead court books:
Cupped Hook with Spartenden' 2
12 1841, Gullege auction particulars:
Quit rent to Horsted Keynes or Broadhurst and heriot for land called Spartenden' 3
13 1841, Tithe award schedule, Wall Hill Farm:
Spandon Field, Spandon & Scrubs Wood' 4
14 1843, Manor of Ashurst alias Grinstead Wild alias Walhill court book:
Rt Hon. Charles Lord Colchester holds freely certain lands called Upper Spartenden late Pearless
formerly Austen's late occupied by Edward Heaver since Mrs Heaver quit rent 2s.3d. p.a.' 5
15 1844, Manor of Ashurst alias Grinstead Wild alias Walhill rental:
Upper Spartenden among freeholders' quit rents, part of Pawleys Farm' 6
16 1848, Wall Hill Farm auction particulars:
Spandon Field, Spandon & Scrubs Wood 17
17 1873 and later: large-scale Ordnance Survey maps:
Spanden Wood
18 c.2000, Tablehurst Farm visitors' map:
Spanden Field, Spanden Wood
DISCUSSION
THE NAMES
For Professor Coates the link between Sperchedene and Spartenden was linguistically 'beyond
reasonable doubt' and equating Parkden with them would induce few qualms (topography and tenurial
history permitting); 'there are plenty of analogues for alternatively presence and absence of s before a
consonant initially' [5907, 6807f.]. The first element seemed to him to be the postulated spearca,
'brushwood', whose genitive singular spearcan fitted ideally. The absence of n from the Domesday
Book form was no problem and development from ch.to ic..to Lwas explicable [5907].
So far interpretation of Wildetone has depended on the two reasonable assumptions underlying
the investigation of all the other local Domesday Book settlements: that it is the southern parent manor
of Sperchedene and that it too survived in some recognisable spellings. Thus Prof. Coates suggested it
'might have some connection with Willingdon' [5907], which Mrs Coombes refuted on the grounds
that outliers were recorded only when in a different rape from the manorial centre; more likely it was an
otherwise unrecorded sub-manor of a greater one in Lewes rape. She connected the name with the lost
Wildene in Hartfield hundred, both probably derived from wilde, 'wilderness', appellations rendered
obsolete after regular settlement.'8

[i
I agree with her that wilde is the first element in both Wildene' 9 and Wildetone, like weald,
weild, wild, wade, wale and wall a variant form of wald, all so numerous in place-names to the southeast of East Grinstead that I argued for a single ancient Wald expressed in all of them in an article
supported by a map in our Bulletin 99. If Wildetone had survived at all, the first element would have
been one of the variations of wald listed above, and the second, undoubtedly run, 'enclosed piece of
ground; enclosed land with dwellings on it; community of persons', generally equivalent to 'farm',
which in modem place-names it usually survives as ton." Of the 76 Sussex places that today end in ton
and are represented in Domesday Book, 72 have their final syllable spelt tone or, more often, tune.
Following the developments of wald illustrated by Kenneth Cameron21 , something like Walton would
be the most likely present-day form of Wildetone.
The only Walton in Sussex, however, is at Bosham, first recorded in 1227 and derived by the
English Place-Name Society from wealh, 'Briton/serf/Welshman', and tun (and, conceivably but highly
speculatively significant for us, 'a further example of a Walton in the neighbourhood of an important
Royal manor' ). 2 There is no way that Bosham could have been the parent of a settlement here, but if
we look again at the earlier treatment of these names, a straightforward progression can be postulated
from Wald tun in 1086 via 'my farm the Wald' in 1546 [6506] to Wall Hill Farm by 180823. In other
words, Wall Hill Farm does not, as I argued in 1996 [5906f.] and assumed thereafter, correspond to
Sperchedene but to Wildetone or some part of it; indeed at 200 acres in the 1840s [13,16] the farm is
larger than the most generously interpreted virgate. Sperchedene moreover, unlike its neighbours, is
not credited with any meadowland in 1086 [5805] but Wall Hill Farm has a river-frontage.
'

So, back to Sperchedene in Domesday Book. Mrs Coombes thought it significant that it was
written with a small initial s, suggesting it might not have been a specific location [6807], presumably
to be translated as 'a valley characterised by brushwood' which had not yet acquired a name of its own.
She accepted Morris's rendering 'one virgate ... in Sperchedene', but the word 'in' is not in the Latin
text, which is why I have marked off that preposition with oblique strokes in my version above. The
sense would then be that Sperchedene is the name of the whole virgate - which is not the same as
saying that the virgate comprises the whole of Sperchedene. A virgate, moreover, is the smallest unit of
landholding (whatever its actual dimensions in any particular instance) and some explanation has to be
found for the later occurrence of Spartenden names in three different manors. As the first step, there is
more to be teased out of our earliest source.
I.riivaIr.IiJ1

William held one other property in East Grinstead hundred, Warlege, and also Horsted [Keynes]
in Rushmonden hundred, both also previously held from King Edward, but by Wulfeva rather than
Cana.24 Ample evidence locating Warlege west of Imberhome and setting out the development of its
name to Wardley was published in 198825, and in 1996 its bounds in 1564 were printed and mapped by
Mr Wood [5806f.]. These studies also document its being in the hundred of Rushmonden and the
manor of Horsted Keynes Broadhurst and its inclusion of Gullege, a name first found in 1531 [7608].
The puzzling inclusion of Spartenden in the auction particulars of Gullege Farm in 1841 [item 12
above], seemingly a second, independent, instance of the same place-name, even though it does not
appear among the fields listed, nor anything at all like it, is now comprehensible: whenever it was that a
lord of Horsted Keynes Broadhurst disposed of his land at Sperchedene, his compensation was a fixed
rent-charge, which for convenience was accounted for in the administration of the land he continued to
hold at Gullege.
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BRAMBLETYE
In another bout of hasty over-confidence I interpreted item 2 above as evidence that in the 13th
and 14th centuries Sperchedene lay in the tithing of Brambletye, despite the lack of any confirmatory
documentation. Margery (or Margaret?), presumably a widow, is de Sperkend, 'of Sperchedene', living
somewhere within the tithing, or at least holding land in it, and distinguished by the name of her home
or that of her late husband. (I regret I do not know what the J stands for, nor the marginal heading
Tempt' against the list of names in which she appears. Fortunately they are not relevant to investigating
Sperchedene the place: and Brambletye can now be left out of the story.)

MIDDLE PARKDEN, c.1560, AND EAST GRINSTEAD HUNDRED, 1564
Unfortunately I do not know the outcome of the Chancery case [3]; perhaps no record survived.
The subsequent mentions of Upper Spartenden, however, suggest that Middle (S)parkden was, like it,
part of the manor of Ashurst Wold alias Waihyll alias Wylde, whatever Thomas Ellys's claim, and
probably accompanied by an undocumented Lower Spartenden. There are, however, clues to locating
the property in the details given. In 1564 Thomas Ellys's land lay either side of the hundred boundary
between Pokys hole and the wood gate of Asherste wode, neither of which can be pin-pointed, but the
boundary can be traced pretty accurately and has been mapped [7309]. The survey which gives these
details also records John Lidds gent as lord of the manor of Welde, i.e. (in this instance) the tithing of
Ashurst. 26 It is likely that Tylers Hill and Lygers adjoined Middle Parkden or were near to it. I cannot
identify the former, but the latter probably takes its name from the family of Richard le Lygger who in
1317 was a witness to the sale of part of a garden at Berkiegh (also unidentified, but in the area of
Ashurst Wood)27 and in 1340 a juror for the hundred of East Grinstead on the inquest of ninths. 28
The 1564 survey also tells us that 'one hamlett of the hundred of Denhill Sheffilde lieth in the
Southyste' of the hundred of East Grinstead, i.e. the area more usually known as the tithing of Danehill
Sheffield and including part of the manor of Sheffield Grinstead, which also had a Spartenden portion.
We may reasonably conclude, therefore, that the original Sperchedene straddled that boundary. The
significance of its doing so will be considered later.

EDWARD GOODWYN'S WILL, 1626, AND INQUEST, 1637
Neither document [4] gives boundaries or manorial affiliations, but it is worth printing the list
of properties Goodwyn held, in the hope that they may help with locating Spartenden more precisely:
messuages in East Grinstead including Saxpes, Martins, Trendells, Colliers Stile, Langecroft, Woodye,
Turners, le Leame, Upper Spartenden, le Palters, Knights, Paynesfield and many other lands in East
Grinstead. Of these, Woodye(s) at least was in the Ashurst Wood area.

IN THE MANOR OF SHEFFIELD GRINSTEAD
Most of the references I have listed do not call for comment, but the border specially noted by
Mr Wood in 1677 [6], Queen's highway from East Grinstead to Forest Row 'to east', seems difficult to
reconcile with all our other information, before and after. 'Queen's' suggests that a document from the
reign of Elizabeth I has been copied unthinkingly, which then tempts one to propose that 'east' might
be an error for 'west', i.e. the line followed by the hundred boundary, which was one of the many tracks
that run up from the Medway valley to the Cansiron Lane ridge and could probably, as public rights of
way, have been designated King's or Queen's highway. Until 1826 Wall Hill Road would surely have
been the main road from the town to the village, but perhaps the hundred is meant rather than the town?

N.
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Cupped Hook in 1757 [9] and 1788 [11] was held of this manor by Edward Launder in 1637 at
3d. p.a.29 It may have some connection with Cuppers Felde further north on the hundred boundary in
1564, Capps Field in 1579. The manorial records at Arundel Castle that I have seen, and odd
references to particular holdings, support Peter Gray's suggestion that the existence of manors of
Sheffield-Grinstead and Sheffield-Lingfield implies a chain of early settlement going on beyond the
county boundary [6107]. They did not necessarily form an unbroken chain, however, and there were
certainly isolated holdings elsewhere in our parish.
Pawleys Farm [15] lay north of Wall Hill Farm, where Ashurst Wood Abbey now stands.
SPANDON FIELD and SPANDON AND SCRUBS WOOD

Because these names appear with maps [13,16] or on them [17,18] they are our best guide to
identifying the Sperchedene area with any precision, though not the whole of it; since they lie west of
the hundred boundary they cannot account for the Sheffield-Grinstead portion, while the Horsted
Keynes Broadhurst part might have been on either side. Spanden Wood named on the early Ordnance
Survey maps (parcel 1811 in 1873; NGR TQ43 430365 ) is not identified on the post-war editions but
remains so called on the modem Tablehurst map. In the 1 840s its southern portion was known as
Spandons and Scrubs Wood (parcel 770), its northern (788), although wooded, as Long Field,
presumably a name fossilised from long before. Spandon Field (789) was completely enclosed within
it. In 1841 it was arable, more recently it became permanent pasture (27 on Tablehurst map).
Scrubs, 'scrubland', though etymologically distinct, evokes a comparable scene to spearca.30
With no earlier record of this name in this locality we cannot tell if reflects ancient lack of cultivation
or more recent neglect. It is not unparallelled in the parish, though: the Scrubs at Moat Farm in 1713',
for example, and Scrubs, a field, and Scrubs Wood there in the tithe schedule in 1841.
WALL HILL FARM

The 1848 sale catalogue of Wall Hill Farm [16], which included that field and wood, itemises a
quit rent to the manor of Brockhurst of 14s.9d. and a heriot of the best beast on death. There is no other
record of this obligation, but among the freeholds of the manor of Buckhurst, based in Withyham, in
1597/98 were a tenement and lands in East Grinstead called the Wilde, held by knight's service by John
Leedes (whom we have met above) at 14s.9d. p.a. 32 Clearly this holding contains, or corresponds to,
Wall Hill Farm and this entry is the source of the claim that Wall Hill 'was formerly part of Imberhorne
manor ... granted off the latter.' 33
This discovery clears the way to identify securely John Leedes's un-named and unquantified
holding at Ashurst Wood in that manor, the one Mr Wood considered to be Cuttons and which I mired
in confusion in attempting to justify that conclusion in Bulletins 109 and 110. Its bounds in 1597/98
were late Thomas Ellis and Thomas Cripps east, John Allen and Thomas Drewry west, land of Jacob
Picas gent called Brambletye Park south, Thomas Crips' Benchfeld and Thomas Paine's Benchers
north.34 Thomas Ellis has been met already [3] and identified under Middle Parkden etc. above,
holding land east of Ashurst Wood on the hundred boundary. Allen and Drewry remain elusive,
Brambletye Park is obvious, and Benclifield and Benchers have already been identified at the angle of
Lewes Road and Worsted Lane [10905f.]. This area, larger than my original estimate, includes that
which developed as Cuttons Farm and embraces, but exceeds, Ashurst Wood common as provisionally
defined and mapped by the late J.H.D. Stapleton [9909] and Wall Hill Farm. In other words, it is the
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heartland of the manor of Ashurst Wood alias Grinstead Wild alias Walihill. The rent charge was paid
to Imberhorne from the funds of the whole complex, as I speculated before [11005], and the quit rent to
Buckhurst from those of Wall Hill Farm, at least by 1848 though possibly originally from the whole but
by the 16th century attached to one specific part.
I leave it to others to refine my and the terrier's approximations, and to pursue the people and
lands associated with the various manifestations of Sperchedene/Spartenden. Their findings, and I hope
the work of Mr Clarke, will bring the picture into sharper focus, while I try to interpret what I have put
together so far.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPERCHEDENE AND WILDETONE
At first glance, Wall Hill Farm as mapped from the tithe map for my original article [5906] may
look of little significance, 200 acres with only about a quarter of a mile of riverside meadowland, as if
grudgingly allowed to be wedged in between much larger Brambletye and Lavertye. Yet five manors
had a claim to some part of Sperchedene's land or on its finances: not only Ashurst Wood itself but also
Buckhurst, Horsted Keynes Broadhurst, Imberhorne and Sheffield-Grinstead. More than that, before
the Conquest Sperchedene had been King Edward's, as had Brambletye to its west, Shovelstrode to its
north and an un-named holding now identified as Lavertye to its east [58 10-14] (hence my noting
earlier the frequent occurrence of the place-name Walton 'in the neighbourhood of an important Royal
manor', a statement whose possible relevance would be negated if all the other instances prove to be
derived from wealh, never from wald). There must have been some special factor beyond the standard
practice of providing the southern manors with a share of the natural resources of the successive landforms and soils to their north.
A closer look at Wall Hill Farm reveals its natural advantages: a south-south-west facing valley
sheltered between the scarps of two ridges with a smaller central one projecting into it, and streams
running steeply down to its very own stretch of the Medway: a dependable supply of water and optimal
exposure to the sun, both extra-important in a part of the county where soils are generally poor. Less
obvious but probably more important, there was workable iron ore in or near it, as testified by preRoman exploitation just to the east on Tablehurst Farm (discovered fifteen years ago)" and aferrariain
Domesday Book's entry for Lavertye also somewhere a short distance east. Most significant of all,
though, was the pre-historic track traced (but not mapped) by Ivan Margary from the North Downs
across Dry Hill Iron Age camp to the South Downs. After crossing the Kent Water, it ran past Bower
Farm and Thornhill, 'very plainly to be seen all the way to the Medway at Pigsty (an old farm), just at
the west end of Forest Row station platform', and thence across Ashdown Forest, via Danehill to
Freshfield Crossways, and then south-westerly to navigable water at the Ouse and across it". I have
drawn attention elsewhere to its significance for the export in both directions of locally worked iron 37
but other raw materials, livestock, foodstuffs and manufactured goods must all have been traded up and
down it also. Good access to markets is a great advantage.
,

Mr Margary was not aware that his track follows the hundred boundary as far as Cansiron Lane,
where it diverges to the east past Grove Farm to follow the boundary between Wall Hill Farm and Mr
Wood's mapping of Lavertye, right past Spanden Wood (to whose name he would have had no reason
to attach any significance). He cited the layout of old tracks and 'the situation of the older houses in
Forest Row' as pointing to 'the neighbourhood of the station as the point where the river was anciently
crossed', seeing 'the existing main road' (the A22) as a later short cut. I believe, though, that a good
case can be made out for the hundred boundary, which also followed roads, paths and a 'ride' through
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'the land of Wilde' [7408-,7305]-,to represent the course of the 'early transWea1den trackway' of
Margary's article. It gives directly on to the bridge leading into the village with its collection of old
buildings (until 1929 including Trimmers Pond"), whereas at Margary's crossing point the flood plain
is wider and his 'older houses' seem to be the farmsteads round about. However, his line probably
accounts better for the location of outlying portions of the manor of Sheffield and their grouping into
Sheffield-Grinstead and Sheffield-Lingfleld to its east. But these are not the only roughly parallel
tracks to the Medway from the ridge above, and having alternatives could have been advantageous,
particularly in historical times when rival manors would benefit from their own direct access routes.
REFERENCES: E.S.R.O. = East Sx Record Office; S.A.C. = Sx Archaeological Collections;
Society; Sx = Sussex; W.S.R.O. = West Sx Record Office

S.R.S. = Sx Record

J: Morris's edition; Sx (1976); 10:101, slightly amended 2 Budgen MSS (Sx Archaeological Society library, Barbican
House, Lewes) vol.102, pp.22,40, my translation 3 series 2, 112 no.5, quoted S.A.C., vol.44 (1901), p.44 "Viscountess
Wolseley's MSS, vol.37 (Hove Public Library) 5 S.R.S., vol.14, no.478 6 Arundel Castle, SHE box 21 7 W.S.R.O.
Add MSS 17,704 (P.D. Wood's listing of place-names, in my possession) 8 as note 7, 17,705 W.&R.&. Add MS
17,49 1 10 W.S.R.O. Add MSS 17,706 ' W.S.R.O. Add MS 1849 (late E.C. Byford, telephone call, 1996) 12 as note
7 13 Sir Henry Ellis's MSS among W.H. Hills MSS (W.S.R.O. acc. 7986) 14 ms copy in my possession 1-5 general
17
Court Barorr(W.S.R.O: Add - MS 17,702) 16 W.S.R.O: acc: 3285 D144); as note
as note 13 18 Locisfocur;
19
vol.3, no.1 (Spring 1999), pp.17f. [6807]
my note on Wildene in S.A.C., vol.148 (2010), pp.254f. 20 A. Mawer, The
chief elements used in English place-names (1924), p.61
' English place-names (1961; revised ed. 1988), p. 43
A.
Mawer & F.M. Stenton, The place-names of Sussex, part 1(1929), p.9 2-3 Ordnance Survey preliminary map (British
Library P.S. 0/7014) 24 as note 1, 10.100 & 10.109 25
Hodgkinson & M.J. Leppard, 'The evolution of Warlege',
S.A.C., vol.126 (1988), p.248 26 P.R.O. DL 42/112 [7408]; cf. the 1579 version (E.S.R.O., ASH 1171A) [transcribed and
mapped 730540] 27 Lewes chartulary, S.R.S.vol.38, p.86 28 Record Commissioners' edition, p.380 29 as note 6
30
For the equivalence see J. Field, A history ofEnglish field-names (1993), p.67 31 will of Edward Payne (E.S.R.O. SAS
H454) 32 S.R.S., vol.39, p. 7
as note 32,
J.C. Stenning, 'Notes on East-Grinstead', S.A.C., vol.20 (1868), p. 141
36
Sx
Notes
&
Queries,
vol.11
(1946),
pp.62Wealden
Iron
Research
Group
Newsletter
32
(Autumn
2000),
p.6
p.47 37
64
as note 35, no.55 (Spring 2012), p.9 38 S.A.C., vol.71 (1930), p. 108

I am grateful 'to Mr David Gould for drawing the map accompanying this article with his customary skill.
RIGHT The relevant entry in Domesday
ook and Morris's translation
§ The Feibridge Group's handout
mentioned at the start of this article may
be obtained from the Group do Oaklands,
Lake View Road, Furnace Wood, East
Grinstead, RH1 9 2QE. To obtain copies
of earlier Bulletins cited in the text, see
foot of p.2 of this issue.

I Id W1, il. ts ten de corn ext rap una v . fchedene
In SvVildetone jacut. 7 nuna,, geIdai. . Cäno tenui de
rege E .ira.dii4cai.T uat. hr. foLii. ix .fot.
1.

William also holds 1 vlrgate outside the Rape from the Count in
FFRCHEDENE It lay in WILDETONE (lands) It never paid tax
Cana held it from King Edward Land for ½ plough
V due then 3s, now 2s

BULLETIN 111 (Autumn 2012), cover picture: The editor apologises for falling below our usual
standards-; the failing was his alone. It should be recognised, though, that finding suitable illustrations
that will reproduce well with the technology available to us is becoming increasingly difficult and noone seems inclined to offer anything for consideration.

ROLANI) R. HARRIS- was- named as- author of the East Grinstead historic character assessment report
(2005; reviewed Bulletin 91, discussed Bulletin 111) with no information about him. We have recently
learnt that he read History at University College, London, followed by a D. Phil. at Hertford College,
Oxford, 1991-94, and is now an independent buildings archaeologist (Oxford Historian, 11(2013-14).
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Editor

GRINSTEAD, EAST AND WEST

In response to the suggestion in Bulletin 111 that, for fuller understanding of the import of our
place-name 'a particularly fruitful field ... is potentially awaiting attention in West Grinstead', Heather
Warne has explained that in pre-Norman times its site lay in territory focused on Washington, round a

corner of the Downs near valleys and on a clear north-south route (corresponding to today's A24). The
Norman de Braoses re-focused it at Bramber, and West Grinstead, Knepp, Chesworth and Horsham
became the key places on that road. West Grinstead must thus have been a natural centre to command
the produce of the hinterland, i.e. a trading place like East Grinstead. [personal communication]
Mr P.D. Wood comments 'the green element always reminds me of the many times I stood on
the top of the Forest and, looking around, saw how the cultivated bits stood out as green among the
moorland grey and brown. Ever since I've thought of the green stede as the farmed and occupied bit.'
[personal communication] To me this implies something more extensive than a defined trading area on
a hill-top, but it also suggests a completely fresh understanding: a cleared, settled and cultivated swathe
of land, from the Medway valley up to the county boundary. I am then tempted to risk claiming the
Green Stede as the name for the area between the (putative) Feld to the north-west of the town and the
(putative) Wald to its south-east. Speculation definitely, fantasy probably, but we must wait to see what
anyone else makes of that. Rejected speculations can still prompt soberer alternatives. M.J.L.
§ For discussion and mapping of the Feld see East Crinstead Museum Compass 19 (Spring 2006), pp.4-8, and 20
(Summer 2006), pp.45., and of the Wald see E.G. Society Bulletin 99 (Winter 2009-1 0), pp.7-1 0.

'ROUND ROBIN' sent by the
moneyed and eligible young
gentlemen of the area to an
equivalent number of young
ladies. Each man nominated
one recipient in whom he was
specially Interested, but the
ladies could not know for sure
who had selected whom,
though they might have a
good idea. Note Harry
Bentinck Budd [p.1 7 below]
among the hopefuls.
The Grosvenor Hall later became
the Whitehall theatre, ballroom
and restaurant.
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ATTITUDES TO SUSSEX Poems by Robert Edwards, an undated revised edition of his 1995
collection Attitude to Sussex, has belatedly come to my attention. The author grew up in Danehill and
attended our Grammar School, 1961-68, hence his verses 'Erstwhile Grammar of East Grinstead'. He
felt alienated from the town and the school (though 'Miss Coles was kind'), but as an adult became
ashamed of his boyhood negativity when he witnessed the 'hospitality and humility' of 'nurses working
with physical burns' in the children's ward at the Queen Victoria Hospital. Most of the poems eschew
conventional constructions, but poetic devices such as alliteration, onomatopeia and internal rhymes
stand out when they are read aloud. 'Miss Coles' is our member, Miss Lesley Coles. M.J.L.
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OUR CHURCHYARD

M.J. Leppard

My article in Bulletin 111 on the 'church terrier' of 1711 attracted information from Mrs Jane
Lilley of Newdigate in Surrey on the corresponding documentation of the 'church marks' of that place,
of which a series survives from 1772 (referring back to 1731) to 1878, and comments on the system,
which was evidently widespread, probably universal. Her response suggested answers to some of my
questions and prompted me to attempt to trace the history of our churchyard and its features.
I have argued elsewhere for a pre-Conquest origin for the church', which must have had a burial
ground around it from the start. It is equally to be expected that, as elsewhere, a market would spring
up to the south of the church, in and beyond the churchyard. In 1285 the king ordered our market day
to be changed from Sunday to Saturda?, probably for similar reasons to the contemporary legislation
banning fairs from churchyards. How the churchyard was demarcated, and associated responsibilities,
could well have been redefined at this time, particularly when we consider the implication of the 'great
leap' in income from the borough rents between 1288 and 1291: a rash of new buildings, probably
including the first structures along the front of the churchyard, with the original edge of the High Street
still represented by the footpath behind them. 3 Some of them could have been permanent replacements
for dislodged market stalls.
Church Lane and the portland behind 39 High Street form the eastern and western limits
respectively. As for the northern, W.H. Hills stated 'There is no doubt that at one time the churchyard
extended over what it now the vicarage garden'. 4 Neither he nor anyone else, however, has provided
any evidence for this confident assertion, whether documentary, cartographic or burials in the ground.
The tithe map of 1841, the earliest known mapping, shows the same boundaries as today, enclosing 1
acre, 0 roods and 33 perches. The first known mention of the vicarage is in 1341, a messuage, curtilage
and croft adjoining the rectorial glebe. 5 This was clarified in 1360, the manse adjoining the graveyard
on the north occupied hitherto by instituted vicars, and six acres in a field or croft adjoining. 6
The responsibilities of churchwardens, codified in the Canons of the church of England in 1604,
included taking care 'that the Churchyards be well and sufficiently repaired, fenced and maintained
with walls, rails, or pales, as have been in each place accustomed, at their charges unto whom by law
the same appertaineth' . By law (as it stood when our terrier was drawn up in 1711 and when attempts
were made to enforce it in the 19th century) 'The churchyard is the freehold of the parson: but it is the
common burial place of the dead, and for that reason it is to be fenced at the charge of the parishioners,
unless there is a custom to the contrary, or for a particular person to do it, in respect of his lands
adjoining to the churchyard; and that must be tried at common law'. 8
This accounts for the 1711 text's silence as to the northern and western sides of the churchyard
and the consistent treatment of each. The incumbent looked after the north wall, while the western was
the responsibility of the owner of 39 High Street. In 1711 that would have been Edward Payne, who by
his will of 1713 left it to Charles Payne. 9 When the present fine wall of brick courses surmounting
stone ones was constructed, I cannot tell, nor by whom; I can find no clues in what I have traced of the
history of the burgage and its portland. 10 Perhaps an expert eye could draw conclusions from the
materials and workmanship, and do the same for the north wall.
By what criteria the street frontages were originally apportioned we cannot tell, nor to what
extent they were ever re-organised here. At Newdigate the successive revisions reflect amalgamations
or divisions of properties, until the system broke down in 1872 under the formation of landed estates
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around big houses, often with absentee landlords, not to mention ownership by corporate bodies.
Before 1872 the farmer of each property was responsible, but now bailiffs were replacing them. At
East Grinstead, however, it seems from the 19th-century evidence that the owners were liable. The
continuing right of way along the footpath on the south must account for the non-transference of the
responsibilities there to the owners of the cottages constructed there. The apparent absence from the
1711 list of the length west of the main gate may be only a reflection of the muddled order in which the
liabilities are given.
It remains now to give some account of relevant developments after the attentions of the church
rebuilding trustees recorded in the earlier article.
The west pier of the overthrow of the main gate is marked REGENT FOUNDRY/BRIGHTON,
in business at the time the trustees were at work, so probably the whole original ensemble was created
soon after they required it in 1829. The main gates, and the side gate on its west, were sold in the late
1950s as part of the Rev. H.C.F. Copsey's policy of converting assets to one-off income. What was
left, probably for the sake of the light at the summit of the arch, was listed grade II in 1972.
The churchyard was closed to burials in October 1868. On 11 August 1869 the vestry (the
administrative body elected by the ratepayers) called on Mr Capes 'to repair the carriage gate leading
into the churchyard at the east end by the beershop, as he was bound to do such repairs according to the
Church Terrier in respect of his property called Brookhurst'." Mr Capes, a Roman Catholic 12, refused,
and so the vestry, as their representatives, fulfilled the parishioners' obligation under canon law.' 3 The
terrier was never invoked again.
A vestry meeting on 3 September discussed the churchyard walls and fences and associated
problems. Schoolboys going through were doing the most mischief, and the vicar had given up having
sheep in the churchyard, one of his sources of revenue. Solutions proposed were fences and gates, or a
keeper, or both. Railings, including the low ones on top of the wall in Church Lane (where a wooden
gate and fence can be seen in an early photograph' 4), were commissioned.' 5 The kissing gate at the
south-east corner and adjoining rails are marked D. WOOLGERIEAST GR1NSTEAD. Daniel
Woolgar, smith, engineer, ironmonger, etc., is listed in local directories between 1562 and 1879. At the
same time a kissing gate was also provided at the north-east corner, replacing the stile of 1711 and itself
replaced by 1965 by a purely ornamental 'lych-gate'. The paths within the churchyard were similarly
fenced. 'All the main supports' of the whole scheme were 'surmounted by an ornament which bore
resemblance to a cross. People awoke one morning to find that the whole of these, with one solitary
exception, and over one hundred in number, had been knocked off during the night.' W.H. Hills
interpreted this as 'an act of fanaticism" 6 presumably Protestant iconoclasm. In 1932 his widow
presented the solitary survivor to the church tower museum.' 7 (It is now held by the Town Museum.)
In the same year Mr A. Huggett recorded in the parish magazine that they had in fact been knocked off
at intervals by boys or young men with hockey sticks going to or coming away from the Playfield, some
of whom were still alive aged 7080.18 This indicates that the vandalism must have begun almost as
soon as the railings were in place. During the Second World War the internal railings were removed.
Our Society's project for the Queen's jubilee in 1977 was repairing, cleaning and re-painting of the
length along the south, with replacements where needed made by the Granthams' forge at Ashurst
Wood.
,

In 1896 the churchyard paths were repaired with new paving bricks of the best sort.' 9 In 1910
Mr Edgar Soames provided gravel to fill the channels beside them. 2°
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The care and upkeep of the churchyard became the responsibility of the Urban District Council
in 1952.21 Three years later the East Grinstead Observer printed a photograph of the overgrown and
neglected churchyard and the new vicar, Mr Copsey, asked the U.D.C. to create a lawn and flower-beds
and move aside most of the gravestones. The clerk, Mr L.R. Bennett, explained the complex legal
formalities and the opposition of the Central Council for the Care of Churches to the practice. The
U.D.C. turned down the proposals on grounds of cost. 22 Nevertheless, in 1960 the desired 'garden of
rest' was achieved, not (contrary to appearances)- by municipal action- but 'through the generosity of ananonymous donor 23 and internment of cremated ashes began. Thereafter the church authorities seem to
have had a free hand. At local government re-organisation in 1974 the Town Council inherited the
responsibility.
I have not yet found any chain of evidence as to how the wall was maintained after the last
attempt to enforce the terrier in 1869. Mr C.J. Rol-ley, clerk of the Town Council, gave me his-personal
opinion in 2005 that the council was responsible only for the grounds; the wall was the church's duty.
My concern was the wall, not listed but apparently listing.
REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; Hills = W.H. Hills, The history of E.G. (1906); par. mag. = parish magazine;
Sx = Sussex
'Church origins at E.G.', Sx Archaeological Collections, vol. 142 (2004); pp. 148-50' 2 Chancery close' rolls (Hills, p242)P. Wood and P. Gray, 'E.G.: a borough and its buildings', in J. Warren (ed.), Wealden buildings (1990), pp. 175f
Hills, p.72
Inquisition of ninths (1807 ed.), p.380 6 Chichester cathedral cartulary (Sx Record Society, vol.46,
no. 1097)
Canon 85 8 W. Hook & W.R.W. Stephens (eds), A church dictionary by Walter Farquhar Hook (15th ed.,
1896),p.202 9 East Sx Record Office SAS H454 10 E.G. Museum Compass no.20 (Summer 2006), pp. 6-9
Hills,
12
annotation
by
R.P.
Crawfurd
in
his
interleaved
copy
of
Hills
(lent
by
Dr
Crawfurd
of
Tenterden,
1984),
ad
loc.
p.73
13
regret I cannot now find my source for these statements, published in my 100 Buildings ofE.G. (2006), no.2 14 par.
mag., June 1931 15 Hayward's Journal, Oct. 1869 (cutting in the Rev. C.W.P. Crawfurd's scrapbook, 1866-74, West Sx
Record Office, PAR 348/26/1/1) 16 Hills, p.70 17 par. mag., April 1932 18 par. mag., Nov. 1973 19 par. mag., Aug.
1896 20 par. mag., April 1910 21 H.C.F. Copsey, Guide to E.G. parish church (1956, pages not numbered)
22
newspaper cuttings in my possession 23 as note 21 (1961 ed., reprinted 1967), inside back cover, facing photograph of
garden and 'lych-gate'
N.B. The citations from newspapers and parish magazines are based on notes made or issues consulted at
various times over the years, not thorough searching, which would yield a more detailed and accurate account.

SUPEREROGATION? 'Can you spare a couple of hours with forks and spades on Saturday morning;

25th October, starting at 9 am to assist in the autumn tidying up of the Churchwarden at St Swithun's?'
- parish magazine, October 1997
FIFTY YEARS- AGO-: 'To- prevent an hourly bus service through- the Imberhorne and Halaford- Park

Estates, an East Grinstead Urban District Councillor stated in a letter read out at a public inquiry in
London on Tuesday that he had heard that "people would refuse paying their rates, damage property of
supporters, park their cars so- as to obstruct the buses and lie in the road".' E. G. Observer, 6- Nov.
1964 (One wonders how many of them protested when London Country Buses introduced such a route
on deregulation of the bus industry in 1986 and how many of them applied for concessionary passes for
pensioners when they came in-. Ed.)OUR SOCIETY'S ARCHIVE and the cabinet we bought to house it have been removed from the
Town Museum at the request of the authorities there and are now held for us at the Jubilee Centre.
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LOCAL DIALECT VOCABULARY (continued from bulletin 111, p.f 1)

1.

Mi. Leppard

Additions to listing begun in the now defunct East Grinstead Museum Compass continue to
come to light. Miss Broad's memoir of Hill Place Farm (reviewed p. 19) employs the first three terms
listed below as if too familiar to need explanation. With Mr P.D. Wood's valuable help, the following
definitions can be offered.
CATCHY ('If the season had been catchy and the hay had been brought in all damp or green there was a real
danger of it heating in the stack')

I cannot find this in anything on dialect; possibly used by her Cornish parents. 'New to me - is it the
same as smitchy?' P.D.W. Despite this year's warm dry summer 'a few catchy days when it rained' Dorset poppy farmer, 'On your farm', B.B.C. Radio 4, 24 August 2014.
CHATS, small potatoes too small for marketing, fed to hens or pigs

In Helena Hall's Dictionary of the Sussex dialect (1957), not in earlier Sussex works. Known to Mr
Wood and in Parish and Shaw's Dictionary of the Kentish dialect (1887)
SHANDY BARROW, 'a skeleton wheelbarrow bearing a long transverse seed box with ajolting arrangement
for sowing grass seed' - P.D.W.
SMITCHY, 'dull, damp and miserable' - P.D.W.

Also not in any of the literature of the Sussex dialect. W.D. Parish in his Dictionary of the Sussex
dialect (1874) has SMEECHJSMUTCH, 'a dirty sort of smoke or mist'. The late Joe Pettitt in a note
against this entry in his copy of Hall's Dictionary* has 'haze on a heavy day'.
ELSEWHERE IN SUSSEX: 'I was rather surprised long ago that Parish did not give the adjective,
smeechy. He gives the noun, smeech, which I have never heard, whereas the adjective was in more or
less general use in Newick when I was young. To this day I recall a notoriously grumpy chap called
Tom Osborne ... saying to me on a perfectly beastly cold, dark, drizzly day "Hem smeechy marn'n", It
seemed to match Tom and the day to perfection'. - R.C. Powell, letter to P.D.W., 3 July 1959*
WOKE, woken, awakened
'If he had not been woke in the middle of the night' - J.M. Neale, Gill's Lap (1858; p.55 of 1900 ed.)

AND SPEECH USAGES
An addition to the citations in East GrinsteadMuseum Compass has also come to light.
ACROSS/OVER ASHDOWN FOREST (never 'through'): 'Over Ashdown Forest ... the roads were so bad
that all the people on the top [of the coach] got off and walked.' - letter from Mary Marten of West Firle
to her sister Elizabeth, 30 March 1796 (Sussex Family Historian, vol.21, no.1 (March 2014), p.40)

Hitherto my earliest instance of 'over' was from 1864 (Compass 16 (Spring 2005), pi 5), earlier than any
use of 'across' so far discovered. (Before motorised transport, it would have been al too obviously up
and over the Forest.)
* now in my possession
QUERY: The epithet 'the town that did not stare' has now become so widely used as to qualify as local lore.
Who coined it, and when? Please inform the editor of the earliest instance of its use you know. One of our
members has suggested it might appear on the Town Council's letter-paper and at the railway station.
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SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued): hARRY flENTINCK RUDD Mi. Leppard
Harry Bentinck Budd's driving a coach and four across and then round the ice on Hedgecourt
Lake in 1895, days after spending half an hour on it in a dog cart drawn by two horses in tandem and
assiduously publicised in advance, entered folk memory.
Born in 1867 and with little formal education, he inherited more than his older brother on their
father's death in 1890, permitting the largesse and devil-may-care attitude that, always favourably-spun
in the East Grinstead Observer, made him a popular untouchable local celebrity.
His pastimes were shooting (rare birds included) and everything involving horses, from hunting
to owning race-horses to reviving for the 1894 season the 'Comet' London-Brighton coach, often taking
the reins himself, and funding a book about it. In 1891 he imported ten wild mustangs and three
gauchos from Argentina.
In 1895 he invented and patented Celladema embrocation, floating it on the stock exchange in
1897 and advertising it round the town on the hood- of a buggy. Other business- ventures- did not
succeed. Naïve transactions on the Stock Exchange in 1896 saw him out-manoeuvred and fined £2,920
plus costs.
Litigation- was- one of Harry Budd's- ways- of coping with life; cases included disputed vet's- fees-,
alleged breaches of covenant by lessees of 39 High Street, and five children's stealing faggots worth
3s.6d. Being sued was equally common, for underpaying a stud-farmer, for example, and arrears of the
gardener's and his children's governess's wages. In 1898 he invaded a Godstone R.D.C. meeting and
created a scene over his grievances.
At that date he was an East Grinstead U.D. councillor. Earlier he had sat on Surrey county
council, advocating allotments and technical and further education for all.
In 18-99, two- years after he began building Charters Towers, Budd was declared bankrupt,
avoiding the consequences by making everything over to his wife. In 1900 he moved next door, to the
smaller Cromwell Hall. His third, final, bankruptcy in 1908 saw another scaling down, to nearby
Ruminantly.
Next year his wife and children left him and he moved from the area. He died in 1920, leaving
effects worth £205 to his daughter and the ex-governess.
A contemporary recorded his 'kindness of heart'; the late Barry Dighton thought his mental
condition had deteriorated; to me he resembles a spoilt brat who became his own worst enemy.
SOURCES: A.S. Bridgland, 'Memories of a Native', E. G. Observer, 1942; Barry and Liz Dighton, The History
of the Grange [at Felcourt] and its occupants (privately printed, 1997), pp.66-1 01

SUSSEX FAMILY HISTORIAN, vol.21-, no-.2 (June 2014)- contains an article by John F. Howes, anAmerican, on the Payne families of Pickstone and of Plawhatch, part of a well-disciplined series on the
various Payne families in Sussex. The emphasis is on their descent, with probability acknowledged
where certainty is impossible, and no more than an indication of wider ramifications-. All the obviousprincipal sources have been used. The particulars of any members' lives are, wisely, excluded, giving
reliable outlines to guide us through the proliferation of Paynes in every aspect of our history.
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CROCODILES AT THE CONVENT

J.M. Golding

Reprinted from our Newsletter 36 (January 1 987) in accordance with the policy explained in the
editorial of Bulletin 111: saving articles of permanent interest, such as this by the late Maurice Golding

In 1978 my wife's cousin, Mrs Daphne Dorling, paid us a visit from her home in Canada.
Knowing that as a child she had spent some time as an orphan in St Margaret's Convent, I took her to
see the former Convent buildings. Her recollections of her time there in 1942 throw an interesting light
on the life of the young unfortunates of that period.
She had been left an orphan when she was ten years old and placed in the care of the orphanage
which formed part of the Convent buildings. There were about 30 orphans, all girls, who slept in a
dormitory in the north-east wing. She pointed out what she remembered as the 'coughing room' to
which were assigned all girls likely to keep others awake by coughing during the night.
For meals they were taken to the refectory where they sat at a table separate from the nuns.
They ate in total silence. If they needed someone to pass them salt or butter they had to make signs
with their hands.* If no-one noticed, they just had to go without.
They had lessons in some huts in the grounds. She remembers the lessons given by the nuns as
the one redeeming feature of orphanage life, the sole relief from what was otherwise a strict and narrow
existence. For example, she says, they were never allowed to play in the grounds. When they went out
it was to walk together in a long 'crocodile' under strict supervision and then back inside.
I showed her the large pleasant classroom with the raised stage and asked if she remembered
being in there. 'No', she said, 'I was never in there. I think that must have been where the rich girls
from St Michael's had lessons.' Apparently the nuns served also as teachers to the adjacent St
Michael's School, a fee-paying establishment for daughters of well-off parents, and equipped with
playing-fields and other amenities.
The orphans, she said, were made to feel that they were 'poor', and could not expect to be
treated like the 'rich' girls of St Michael's. They were given what little education was thought adequate
to fit them for a life 'in service' in one of the many local houses of the gentry. To this end, the only
organised pastime was sewing, one of the rooms in the orphanage being set aside as the sewing-room.
They had no toys, so they used their sewing to make beautifully dressed puppets to play with. They
were able to obtain scraps of lovely materials, and the puppet queen would be most gorgeously attired.
A lot of time was spent polishing shoes. There was a little room in the north-west corner that
was set aside for shoe-polishing. A small door led from this room to the outside grounds. The door
was concealed by a high hedge. This was the only door through which the orphans entered or left the
convent. Never did they use the main entrance. 'It was made quite plain to us that we were there on
sufferance, and the less anyone saw of us the better!'
Her memories recalled an unhappy period of her life which she would have preferred to forget.
One likes to think little girl orphans have brighter prospects today.

* In the

Newsletter this word 'heads' appears here, probably misreading handwriting; in convents all
meals are silent and hand-signals used, e.g. a scraping motion of one over the other requests butter
and a pinched fore-finger and thumb mean 'salt'. For an earlier orphan's detailed recollections see
Convent Memories by Sylvia Spencer (reviewed Bulletin 64). Editor
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS reviewed by M.J. Leppard
THE TOWN THAT DIDN'T STARE
'Find out what children from East Grinstead discovered about
the surprising role their town played during World War IT

Early this year, helped by the Heritage Lottery Fund and a local charity, pupils at Haisford Park
and Baidwins Hill primary schools embarked on an ambitious project: to learn the reality of the work at
the Queen Victoria hospital of the plastic surgeon Sir Archibald Mclndoe in its specific local context by
visiting the Blond Mcindoe Research Foundation and the Town Museum, interviewing people involved
in different ways, including some who were then of their age, and responding with creative writing in
prose and verse. A professionally produced 16-page booklet, imaginatively designed and illustrated in
full colour, is the tangible result, which can be enthusiastically recomir ended to adults as much as to
schoolchildren. Accurate factual summaries and insightful interpretation ensure its value in giving the
'feel' of the events and an unemphasised pride that will endure long after any living memory. Best of
all, the young researchers will identify with East Grinstead and appreciate it for the rest of their lives something which our Society exists to inculcate in all who live here.
Available, free of charge, at th tourist information desk in the - public library and other outlets.

Gwen Broad, HILL PLACE DURING THE OCCUPANCY OF THE BROAD FAMILY
When our member Miss Gwen Broad died in 2008 her research on the family farm was given to
the Felbridge and District History Group since it had been part of the manor of Imberhorne. Having
used and supplemented what related to its history and the farmhouse in its handout 113 (Jan. 2013),
'Hill Place Farm' (noticed in Bulletin 109), the Group has now reproduced as handout 119 (Jan. 2014)
Miss Broad's personal memoir from her parents' arrival from Cornwall in 1919 as far as 2003.
It is thus a uniquely valuable insider's view of changing farming practice and domestic life in a
specific local setting, unsentimental but not impersonal, with just enough family history, anecdotes and
references to employees to add human interest. More than that, it is the writing of an educated person
whose years of teaching made her a clear communicator, with the bonus of full-colour reproductions of
apposite water-colours by her artist mother, also named Gwen. One does not have to be a native of
East Grinstead, or even a resident, to appreciate it. Its readability and its reliability as historical record
will ensure its lasting value, thanks to the good work of the Felbridge Group.
Obtainable from the Group, Oaklands, Lake View Road, Furnace Wood, East Grinstead, RH19
2QE, viewable on its website www.felbridge.org.uk , and consultable at the library or Town Museum.

CUTTONS HILL MILL
THE SUSSEX MILLS GROUP'S NEWSLETTER 161 (Jan. 2014) reproduced, with our permission,
the article on Cuttons Hill Mill from our Bulletin 110. The same journal's editorial additions to the
article on the mill in Bulletin 109 when reprinting it in its October 2013 number were acknowledged in
Bulletin iii but not set out. The editor confined my guess- that the references to sales of the mill from
1808 to 1818 were from advertisements in the Sussex Weekly Advertiser. On the 1808 one he writes
'The SWA notice is clear in stating "for further particulars enquire of Mr Stephen Hooker on the
premises". Unless specifically stated as such, the person in the sale notice might not necessarily be the
owner but could be an agent acting on the owner's behalf. Indeed the 1810 and 1812 sales notices ask
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for interested parties to- apply to- Mr H. Barrow, Attorney-at--Law, East Grinstead. The 18-10 & 18-12
S. W.A. notices give a little further info on the mill herself: "a well built, 8 post smock mill, erected at
considerable expense, with two pairs of wheat stones but framed for three". An 1818 notice adds "she
was erected upon eight brick arches with two pairs of stones and apparatus complete".'

BRICKS IN EAST GRINSTEAD IN THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY

M.J. Leppard

On 23 June 1725 John Millington the Warden of Sackville College wrote to the Duke of Dorset

the patron about a 1youblegome pensiorir; Thorttas Rogers, who artIor!gt other things said
'when he came ferst bee baught old bricks to lay his flour [floor] of John King which cost him thirteen
shillings-: & so very greatfu-l-l- is Mr Rogers that he thretings- to take it up and sel it: tho my lord has given
him ten shillings & six pence besids wood: & I have payd him - : 33 : 14: 1 1/2 : since he came to ye
Colledge'.'
This could be re-flooring or it could be covering an original earth floor. The pens-ions- were set
at £10 p.a., paid quarterly, which suggests Rogers had been in the college nearly three and a half years.
How the bricks had become available is revealed by the following entries in the Duke's rent roll for the
two years to- 29- September 1720:
Borough of East Grinstead: 'Of John King for a tenement near Sackvil Coil, in East Grinstead, formerly
p.a. 20s. but lately burnt down, so-remains
£0.0s.0d.
Manor of Rowses: 'Of the baylift for the Rents of Assize of the 5d Mannor formerly p. Annum is v But
iiijd thereof is lately deducted thereon for John King's Tenement lately burned down so remains only
xiijd for the like
due £0.2s.2d. Received £0.2s.2d.' 2
The manor of Rowses was the area bounded by Church Lane, the High Street and College Lane.
A conveyance of property in Church Lane dated 30 September 1721 concerns a new messuage
replacing four, 'all of which were lately burnt', and names their late occupants, but John King is not
among them. 3 Presumably he was the owner. His tenement in the borough must have been nearby, but
I cannot identify it either from documents or from surviving- structures, nor anything more about him
except his burial here on 1 February 1726. It is unusual for us to have three contemporary sources coinciding so closely, but so much remains obscure. They do, though, indicate that bricks were expensive
enough to be worth re-cycling.
From the same decade one or two more names of brickmakers can be added to those already
published. in- 1722 the daughter of Jeremiah Patt-enden- brickmaker was apprenticed- by the parish. In
1729 John Vaughan brickmaker and his wife came here with a certificate that New Fishbourne was the
parish legally liable to support them. 4 In a different transcription, however, the latter's occupation was
read as bricklayer. 5
Mrs Kay Coutin infonns us that a 'load' of bricks is a technical term, defined in the Ready
reckoner or trader's sure guide of 1829- as 500 in number. A load of tiles was 1000.
REFERENCES (Sx = Sussex): 1 Original letter among College papers (now in West Sx Record Office) as transcribed by
R.H. Wood in his typescript Sackville College, some historical notes (1972); p49 2 Sx Archaeological Collections,
vol.39, p.144 Deeds of Messrs Pearless de Rougemont, 8 Church Lane, seen in 1964 ' Sx Record Society, vol.83, p.1 59
Sx Family Historian, voL.3, no.4, p.1 06
(Earlier articles and notes on bricks and brickmaking Bulletins 27, 30, 39, 44, 50, 55, 59, 61)

